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1 of 1 review helpful An Intriguing Ghost Dream Travel Romance By Angie Mike I hadn t read a ghost story in years 
so when I read the description for this book it sounded really intriguing It s about a 19th century ghost and the 21st 
century woman who moves into his house Jason learns he can enter into Lanie s dreams which consist of him and his 
home before his death in the 1880s Although Jason knows he was murdered he Siren Classic Erotic Paranormal 
Romance ghosts Unable to deny his own translucence Dr Jason Bowen determines his lack of physical substance 
could only mean one thing he s a ghost Murdered more than a century before Jason haunts his house and ponders the 
treachery that took his life When Lanie O Keefe arrives with plans to renovate her newly purchased Victorian mansion 
Jason discovers ghost or not he s still very much a man Despite its derelict condition and 
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